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ON THE W- SPACES
SUNG KI KIM

The object of this paper is to generalize the usual W-spaces Cl] and by
using the dual function Pi* (1}i) for a given function Pi (Xi) on R, to show
that the properties of the Fourier transform of the usual W.spaces also hold
in this generalized W.spaces. In this note, notations based on [3J.
Let Pi(Xi) be strictly convex Cl·function on R such that Pi(Z;) IIZ,I-->-= as
(Xi:

--->:x.

The dual function Pi* (Yj;) of Pi (Xi) is defined by Pi* (77i) =Max
.,

[7]iXi-P;(Xi)]. We use the notations exp p(x) =exp [PI (Xl)

exp p* (7]) =exp[Pl * (1}1) +... + P. * (7).) J for
p* (7]) =[Pl* (7]1), ......, Pn * (7].) J.

+'" + P.(x.)] and

P (:1:) =[Pl (Xl), ''', P. (X.) ]

and

Since Yji= P;' (Xi) is strictly increasing, there exists the inverse function
Xi-=P'i'l(Yj;) which is a strictly increasing function. Let P;'(XiO) =0 and
p/- l (7]i O) =0.
LBI:\IA.

Defining <h(Yjj)

=S ",;1 p;'-l (vi)dvj--Pi(O),
Pi (Xi)

'We have

+<A (7)i) >YjjXi,

for any 7]i and Xi.
!l1oreover for any 7]i and Xi such that 1ji=P;'(Xi), we have
Pi (Xi) +<P; (7]i) =7]iXi·
Proof. From Pi (Xi)

=

S,:ZIP/(Ui) dUi + P;(XiO)

and

we have
Pi (Xi) +1p;(7]i) >7]iXi+ Pi (XiO) -Pi (0) +s'~ P;' (ui)dui=Yjixi'

The equality obviously holds in case 1)j=P;' (x;).
THEOREM

1. ep(7])=P*(Yj).
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Proof. For any given 1ji, taking Xi=P/-I('Tji),
<Pi (1ji) =1jiXi- Pi (Xi) = MaxXi['TjiXi- Pi (Xi) ]= P;* (1ji)'

2. If

THEOREM

p(x)~pO(x)

1j~1jI)

for 1j>1jI (or

for x>xI(orx<xI), then P*(1j):o;;;'p o*(1j)

where 1jl= (PI' (XII), "', Pn' (X,,!».

Proof. Taking 'Tji=P/(Xi), by the above Lemma,
Pi (Xi) + P;* (1ji) =1jiXi<PiO (Xi)

+ p,o* (1ji) .

From the above results, for any 'Tj, there exists only one X and for any
x, there exists only one 1j such that P(x) + P* (T/) = (T/iXi). Hence we have

the dual relation Pi (Xi) = Max[Xi1ji- P;* (T/i) J [2J.
1),
We now define the generalized W -spaces.
For any a= (ar, •.•.••, an) >0, we denote by W p'a the space of all C"'-functions
SO(x) on Rn such that

laqso(x) I ~Cq/e-p(a':X),

Iql <00)

(O~

for any a'<a,

where the Cqa' are constants depending on so.
W p,a is a linear space with the topology in terms of the sequence of norms
\!SO\!p=sup sup ePCa(1-f)z]!a4SO(x)
ra,,,I$eR-

I, P=1,2,······,

and we know that W p'a is a perfect space [lJ.
We denote by W p the union space of the spaces W p'a (O<aERn).
From the Theorem 1, Pi*(1ji) is a strictly convex function on Rand
as l'Tjil---->oo [2J.

Pi*(~i) /11)il---->oo

For any b= (b I, "', bn) >0, we denote by Wp*,b the set of all functions
extendable into entire functions SO(z) on Cn such that
(1+ Izlk) lqJ(z) I~Ckb,eP*Cb'~>,

(O~k<oo) for any b'>b

where the Ckb' are constants depending on SO.
Wp*,b is a linear space with the topology in terms of the sequence of norms

11 qJlI p=sup (1 + Iz,) pe-p*Cb (I+-i-).] IqJ(z) I. P=l, 2······,
Z6C·

and a perfect space [1].
We denote by WP* the union space of the spaces Wp*,b (O<bERn) and
W:*:: the space of all the functions in Wp*,b such that

IqJ (x +i'Tj) I~Ca'b,e-p(a':x)+p*(b'1),

for any a' <a, b'>b.

In W:*::, a topology is defined in terms of the norms
11

qJ IIp=sup IqJ(z) I eP[a (I-t)Z]-P*Cb (ITt).], P=1,2, ..•..•.
:tEe·
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We denote by W~* the union space of W:*:: (O<aERn, O<bE Rn).
If each Pi(Xi) has the minimum at 0, our definitions of W-spaces are
same as the definitions of the usual W-spaces.
We obtain the following results with the proofs similar to those in [lJ.

°

THEORE\l

3. Fal any a>O, b>O,
::l[ W.ooaJ= Wp*, 1/a, ::l[ Wp*,b]= W.oo 1/b.

CoROLLARY.

THEORE l\l

::l[WpJ=WP*, :J[WP*J=Wp-

4. ::l[W''*Yl=
W,*,
':' .
.
it a.J
pO,

CoROLLARY.

1,' b

::l W:*= W~:.

If u is in pS, the Fourier-Laplace transform of u is an entire function
111, we can take a constant CN,m, with
which we have
(1 + If;+ir; I) N IocmFu (f;+i7j) I:::;;;CN,meP*<r,) [2].
Hence we obtain the following
F•.cf;+ir;) such that for any Nand

THEORE\l 5. For u in pS, the Fourier transform of
any b>l=(l, ......, 1).
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belongs Wp*,b, for
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